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Welcome to Spring!
For real this time I hope! Now if only the ducks would
start laying eggs, we’d be in good shape…our flock is
a little older (although we do have 6 youngsters) so
they’re slower to get started. And it’s been such a
weird winter… really cold in December and January,
then an almost spring like February – and then
MARCH and early April!!!! It’s been hard to focus on
warm projects!
Since we breed our goats for late babies (July – after
the madness of spring planting!!) we try to breed at the
end of January – and that bitter cold meant that we had
a hard time breeding them. But…we do have 3 sets of
babies on the way, in July and August to keep us on
our toes and will try again this fall with the remaining
girls.
Along with the wild weather, it’s been a wild winter
professionally as well. Last year a couple of groups
that I’ve been involved with for years (the Ecological
Landscape Alliance, and the Bio-nutrient Food
Association) asked me to stretch beyond my comfort
zone and present at their national conferences. They
chose topics that I couldn’t say no to because I believe
in them—growing healthy food in everyone’s
backyard and carbon sequestration in the landscape.
Can’t ask for topics more important than these!
These requests were challenging, if for no other reason
than that I don’t think or teach in PowerPoint mode.
They were also focused on two very different
audiences—homeowner and landscape professional.
However, as I met and talked with attendees and
friends I realized that, despite the differences, there
was actually more in common than not. Both groups
were part of a larger community of individuals focused
on improving their worlds with nutrient dense food,
healthy landscapes and/or combinations of both. Both
groups care enough about the communities they live in
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to make the world they can affect better - more
ecologically sound, beautiful and healthy.
Strange as it seems, most of you are part of the North
Central Mass Gardening Community, not only working
on beautiful gardens and great veggies, but also
interested in growing nutrient dense foods and
pollinator gardens (we like color and so do they!!) in
an environment that increases the health of the soil
(and therefore the planet!) around us. Let’s see what
we can do to improve our community in the year
ahead.
And to continue that community theme, as if I didn’t
have enough on my plate, I’m part of a new local
group called Farming Beyond Boarders – a group that
is working to expand the conversation about local food
and farming throughout the North Worcester County
town network. We’re actually planning a Progressive
Farm Tour across 5 different towns this summer and
our farm, Woody End, will be on it (July 22nd, 1:004:00pm) so – if you’ve ever wanted to see the goats or
ducks or hugelkulture beds – this is your chance J

ML
Marry observation to imagination – that which could
be – and then act – let’s build a world that includes
diversity at every level.
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Celebrating communities – of
all kinds!! Here’s a definition:
Community– a group of organisms
living in the same place or having a
particular characteristic in common – anyone for North
Central Massachusetts!!! And here’s another
definition: a community is a group or association of
populations of two or more different species occupying
the same geographical area and in a particular time.
That’s us!!!

As noted in the opening letter, community has been on
my mind a lot lately as I’ve realized how fractured
we’re all becoming. This is not news to anyone. People
able (and willing) to work in cooperative groups is on
the decline and volunteerism is dropping. People “just
don’t have the time…” There are so many reasons for
that loss of community, but the reasons matter less
than the results. There are cultural, social and
economic results for the humans of the world, but there
are results for the non-humans as well. By 2050 there
will 10 billion humans on the planet barring an earthshaking event…that’s a lot of anything…
Community used to be tied to the land (in fact, the land
dominated human culture up to the early 1900’s – only
100 years ago in human history – a human history
that’s about 6000 years old), at least in part, and that is
no longer true for the majority of people anywhere.
Online communities have value, but don’t seem to
have the visceral and emotional stabilizing power of
the older model of farms, gardens, neighborhoods and
wild areas. If you want to check out a new
phenomenon – look at the explosion of interest in
Urban Farming.
Just a side note: the current Farmer’s Market
craze is an echo of those older days – the
market days of yore where everyone got together
once a week to buy and sell, gossip and eat. In
other words – CONNECT – for another week of
hard work J You get to find out where your
food comes from and how its grown and harvested
and get to know some of the people behind what
you eat. You can find me on Friday afternoons,
May-September, at the Westminster Farmers’
Market. It’s a great community of vendors and
customers with a sprinkling of events scattered
throughout the season – our 10th market
anniversary is in August – there will be cake!!!!
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Community, you and your gardens
Let’s take a look at the human abilities of projecting
good will and practicing attention, it’s what all of us
can bring to the table, and let’s see how that applies to
your part of the planet (otherwise known as your
yard!).

First, the good will…everywhere around
the edges of human areas there are the
remnants of a diverse and dynamic world
that is being crushed by our activity. It’s totally
understandable that there’s going to be pressure from
those edges for their very existence…good will might
mean learning the names of all of the plants and
animals that are bugging you (and you may think it’s
personal but it’s really not!!! they only want some
room to live too!). Try to figure out a way to live with
at least some of that wild pressure. I agree we need
some control…rodents breed too fast to be left without
a predator to control them (and we like the predators
even less than the prey). Some plants are just as
prolific (multiflora rose, bittersweet and Japanese
knotweed come to mind) and need their own form of
control (goats anyone?).
And here’s the marvel of being a human being…we
really can step back, observe the reality on the ground,
make an educated action list – even an active learning
list, and actually manage our environment for the
health of all. The good will comes in with at least the
acknowledgement that other life forms also want to
live and share our space. It’s hard to remember that
plants are part of a living ecosystem when we move
them around like furniture – sofa in front of the
window or to the left of the fireplace, plants (and
animals) are delivered through the mail – but then we
do that to people too. This is a mental game as much
as it is a physical one.
In case you think this is a new approach (the ability to
really look at a “landscape” problem and work to solve
it) originating from this crazy time in planetary
evolution, the Amazonian Indians did this
long before Europeans reached the shores
of the “new world”. And our own Native
North Americans actually managed the forests and the
plains. In fact, there’s a lot of mental energy engaged
in figuring out how the Native Americans DID manage
the land in the face of current fire, flood and drought
threats.
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Terra Preta, meaning "Black Earth" in Portuguese,
is a soil building technique developed by ancient
Amazonian civilizations at least 6000 years ago as a
solution to permanently solve the problems of poor
tropical soil fertility. Large deposits of this black
earth are still found today with depths of up to 2
meters. The first deposits were discovered in 1870,
but it has only been in the last 10 years that
significant interest and study have been initiated.
This soil is attributed to the complex civilizations
that reportedly once thrived in the Amazon. Prior
to the onset of diseases brought on by the western
settlers, this expansive web of communities is
estimated to have totaled over 100 million people.
It is speculated that Terra Preta soils are what
sustained them in harmony with their ecosystems.
Permaculture Research Institute. Check out these
two books: Gardeners of Eden and the Two Percent
Solution if you want to see what can be done now –
challenging and satisfying to read.

And now for attention. It’s the best and most useful
energy that a human can bring to any endeavor. It’s
what makes us unique on the planet – we can focus,
analyze and act – no other animal can (that we know
of). Push yourself to be curious – and that can take
work!! What you notice and concentrate on becomes
more and more real to you. You can learn to “tell”
when plants are stressed just by looking at them. The
same for animals or anything else for that matter. Also
true for anything else like knitting or dancing or
writing code. Deep concentration and mental flow is a
wonderful thing!!! That deep attention can even
change things at the atomic level – ask any physicist
about the observation effect.
In physics, the observer effect is the theory
that simply observing a situation or
phenomenon necessarily changes that
phenomenon…and in other science arenas –
Observer bias…is the tendency to see what
we expect to see or what we want to see.
When a researcher studies a certain group,
they usually come to an experiment with prior
knowledge and subjective feelings about the
group being studied. Wikiipedia

So, go out and observe your yard: Use the tools of
classic site analysis (and all of your senses – most of
us have six to work with…and I do mean six!!) to
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determine what really exists in the space you manage.
You probably won’t change the atomic level…but
you never know…you just might!!!! Let me know if
you do – I want to hear about that J
• Create a map on graph paper and fill in all of the
details that you can detect about sun, wind, soil
types, pets, children, other uses, traffic patterns –
anything that will affect the health of the plants
that you’ll select.
• Notice and map flows: of water, energy (yours
and other forms) and carbon
• Zones: Plan for those areas you see the most and
are closest to your “normal” life
• Find out what you have.
Stick a shovel in the
ground. Will it even go
in? – How far? Is it the
same all the way down?
Start mapping what you
find out.
• Did you know that healthy turf needs a minimum
of 6” decent topsoil? How much did you find?
How healthy are your existing plants?
• Substrate can be anything—gravel, clay, sand.
There may (or may not) be 3” of “loam” on top if
you’re lucky.
• Test the soil to see what you do have.
• What are the different layers of plants in your
garden and on the edges? Layers, variety and
diversity are essential for healthy ecosystems of
all kinds – including your back yard. This
includes horizontal and vertical layers. In many
ways humans chose mono-cultures over diversity
(all those “elms” on Elm Street, fields of corn,
potatoes or soybeans, lines of sunflowers,
daylilies or marigolds—you get the drift!). Here’s
the thing though, monocultures are much more
vulnerable to any disaster that comes along
(remember there are no longer any elms on Elm
street). It doesn’t matter whether it’s caused by
weather, insects, diseases or any other threat...all
of one thing is easy to kill.
Diversity
To really understand what I mean about diversity, take
a drive or better yet a walk through your
neighborhood. Apply the observation skills you used
on your own property and analyze the
neighborhood. You’ll see plenty of the conventional
landscape—centered around foundation plantings and
a front and back lawn. An entire neighborhood’s
altobelliml260@comcast.net

plantings might consist of no more than 25-30 different
species with the “wild edges” full of scrap bushes. If
you’re lucky, you’ll
come upon a different
kind of landscape.
Perhaps a house might
be nestled into a mixed
woodland with lots of
layers and textures in
the plantings. Another
house might be a
kaleidoscope of color
abuzz with bees,
butterflies, and other
beneficial
insects. Which
landscape would you
rather be a part of? Because we live in an increasingly
mechanistic, computerized and ordered world, the
“inconsistencies” of a truly diverse and integrated
landscape can be threatening. The inconsistencies, the
“messiness” of nature, don’t have to be threatening
and, in fact, are the backbone of a healthy dynamic
landscape.
Your landscape is part of a
larger, interactive and
interconnected system. Bet you
never thought about your simple backyard that way!!!
But it’s all true and deserves at least a passing thought
on your part... A good yard management plan makes
you a good community member. A good plan for your
property also includes planning for the maintenance
and future changes that will be needed to meet the
changing needs of you, your family and of the site.

Because your yard is small piece of the local ecology,
it is not static and isolated: it changes over time as
plants and animals go through continuous cycles of
growth, life, death, and decay. Many of its parts are not
isolated within the boundaries or property lines of your
site. Plants in every kind of landscape capture sunlight
and store that energy in their tissue. Animals of all
kinds move back and forth, some with ease, some not.
Birds and mammals bring seeds and material in and
out of your site, changing both your site and the
landscape for as far as they travel. Wind and water
move over the land. Water that comes into your site
moves through the soil, interacts with chemicals on
your site and moves down into the aquifers or into the
streams and on to other sites and water bodies.
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Nutrients and gases get cycled and recycled through
your site and into the surrounding soil, water and
atmosphere.
Part of your community analysis might also include
looking at the geological region that you’re living in
– central New England – the remnants of an ancient
mountain range that used to be as high as the
Himalayas – granted a very long time ago!!!! So here
are a few details to think about:
§

§

§

New England soils are VERY
old soils and VERY abused soils
(think Pilgrims and modern
housing). Use as many raw
minerals as possible when building new garden
beds. This will recharge your soil’s battery for the
long haul.
New England has a high annual precipitation rate –
so calcium (and other nutrients) leach out of the top
soil layers and down into the lower levels. When
adding calcium – there are three easy sources to
buy: dolomite lime (local, cheap and loaded with
magnesium – that you may not need ), calcite lime
(just calcium) and gypsum (calcium sulfate –
useful with salted soils or very compacted soils).
Calcium to Magnesium ratio should be about 80p
Ca:20p Mg.
Bare earth is dead earth – cover it! Any “brown”
mulch will do…used to be leaves from a forest that
stretched from the coast to the Mississippi River.
When that was burned out through Colonial
agriculture the rocks came to the surface – and
most of us know THAT reality all too well!

Stone Dusts
And this leads to thoughts about creating healthy soils
for healthy plants, animals and people – so – this year let’s look at stone
dusts…what the heck are they
and why should you care?????

Last year I bit the bullet (and
it was a BIG bullet – you should have seen the
truck!!!) and brought in 22 tons of Mount Tom
(Pioneer Valley) basalt stone dust (along with 20 tons
of Pandolf Perkins stone dust from Sterling) in
October. I’ve had my eye on these stone dusts for
years. Here’s why they can help to recharge the soil in
ways regular fertilizer can’t. Stone dusts can’t repair
major deficiencies in soil chemistry, but they are
excellent at recharging the whole composite “soil
altobelliml260@comcast.net

battery”. As most of you know, I use Azomite in all of
my planting. It’s also a raw stone dust from Utah – the
remnants of an old inland sea. Now, I’ll work these
new rock dusts into projects. They’ll carry a different
energy and mineral complexity – each unique but able
to work together.
“The birthright of all living things is health. This law
is true for soil, plant, animal, and man, the health of
these four is one connected chain. Any weakness or
defect in the health of any earlier link in the chain is
carried on to the next and succeeding links, until it
reaches the last, namely man. The widespread
vegetable and animal pests and diseases, which are
such a bane to modern agriculture, are evidence of a
great failure of health in the second (plant) and third
(animal) links of the chain...The general failure in the
last three links is to be attributed to failure in the
first link, the soil: the under-nourishment of the soil is
at the root of all. The failure to maintain a healthy
agriculture has cancelled out all the advantages we
have gained from our improvements in hygiene, in
housing, and our medical discoveries.” Sir Albert
Howard, The Soil and Health

The current soil remineralization movement traces its
roots back to the German biochemist, food nutritionist
and agricultural chemist Julius Hensel. In 1894 he
published Bread from Stones: A New and Rational
System of Land Fertilization and Physical
Regeneration that touted the use of ‘stone meal
technology,’ the term used at the time to refer to rock
dust remineralization. He thought the
industrial agricultural practices at the
turn of the century were dysfunctional
to say the least (and we were just
starting the move into modern
industrial agriculture) and he proposed
that growers should use more natural,
wholesome fertilizers such as granite
meal (our modern stone dust) based on the original
creation of soil as a degradation of rock, addition of
organic material and living root tissue. He was
countering the ideas of von Liebig's Law of the
Minimum that states that yield is proportional to the
amount of the most limiting nutrient, whichever
nutrient it may be. The Law of the Minimum is the
backbone of our modern NPK fertilizer programs. As
in so many things – each had part of the picture but
von Liebig’s theories won the information wars of the
times and the concept of complex minerals in soil as
part of soil health had to wait several generations
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before their value became more noticeable. Today -we
see that same difference of opinion played out in
conventional vs organic growing practices…and the
funny thing is that both practices may grow poor
quality plants if the soil is not healthy and both
practices can produce quality produce if the soil is
healthy and rich in all kinds of minerals. Both
approaches can use the concept of remineralization
and see benefits.
Hence my interest in Mount Tom stone dust – and
others like the Pandolf Perkins stone dust. Mt Tom
stone dust is different from most stone dust because
it’s a basalt (volcanic in origin) and paramagnetic
[weakly magnetic] into the bargain. I bought 22 tons
because that is the minimum order. If you are
interested in experimenting with it, I am selling it in
much smaller quantities – like 5-gallon buckets. And
just to make you feel a little better about stone dusts –
you’re already familiar with quite a few: lime,
greensand, rock phosphate, Azomite, leonardite etc.
In case you were curious if you could use this
information for something other than gardens (veggie
or flower) – you can!! You can take all of this
information on stone dust and help critical trees in your
yard – or other trees that you may also choose to help.
I’ve used the following information to help stabilize
the two 100-year-old European beeches in front of the
Westminster Library (along with essential help from a
group of volunteers – that community thing again).
A quick note on the goats to lighten the load (hah,
Hah!) I’ve mentioned nutrient dense food in the past
and soil health plays into human and animal health as
much as to the plants.
William Albrecht’s
research documents
the effects of poor soil,
hence poor nutritional
value, shown quite
clearly in this picture
from one of his books.
We’ll take the rabbit on the right, thank you!!
In addition to working our soils for healthy plants and
vegetables. We’re always trying to make sure that the
goat’s diet has the right nutrients. To that end, we mix
our own grain mixtures, which are based on what’s
available and best for goat digestion So…this past year
we reconfigured the mixture as a new “weed” seed
entered the world of birdseeds that the goats reacted
altobelliml260@comcast.net

very badly to and is now in all brands of birdseed. The
new mixture is now flaked barley, red and white millet
and flax. They prefer a nice mix of both flaked barley
and oats, but we try not to spoil them completely.
Although to be honest, they’re pretty spoiled. You
should discuss the topic of no hot water to drink on a
cold day if you have any doubts. We’re even going to
try and grow our own millet this year…Hmmmm…
Now back to our regularly scheduled programming!!
Managing old maple –
and other weak, but
essential trees, in your
yard

Old sugar maple trees, in
particular, but all trees are
under stress for a lot of
different reasons but there
are steps you can take to stabilize them – at least the
strongest ones. And you can treat a whole group of
trees. Some may be too far-gone but managing the
whole stand will be easier than trying to figure out
which ones will survive and which won’t. The trees
themselves will tell you in a couple of years after the
work starts.
The big stressors are compaction,
competition, salt and acid leaching.
Sounds like a lot but the whole batch can
be handled at once so that helps.
Compaction: In a nutshell this means that there is
limited air or water movement in the soil. It happens
due to many factors but the roots themselves can fill up
the soil profile so tight that nothing can move easily –
can also be caused by snow weight, vehicular traffic,
flooding or a combination of all. No air and water
movement means that there’s little nutrient movement,
the soil is exhausted and that salts cannot leach easily
away (compounding the problem). The soil microbes
around the root system weaken and die and the tree
goes with them.
Competition: It’s only in the human world that
grasses and trees grow together – and not comfortably
for either plant community. Humans like the look of
the “open parkland”, but it doesn’t exist for long in
natural settings. The local ecology produces either
grasses (think the prairies) or forests (think everywhere
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else). There are microbes specific to each ecology, and
they don’t play well together. If one group weakens
(the trees for example) then the grasses will strengthen
(and vice versa). One of the best techniques is to
remove whichever system is the least desired. For
example: sugar maples are shallow rooted – removing
the grasses is the first critical step. These can be weed
wacked to the ground and covered with a thick layer of
compost – at least 4” grading to 0” at the trunk. If you
think of healthy trees in a woodlot – that’s what you’re
trying to get to. Make the circle around the tree as
wide as you can manage either for time or aesthetics.
Salt: Road salt is a dehydrator. Think about
using salt for preserving food. It works by
pulling water out of the cells and making them
less prone to rot – great for preserving food, but
not so great for a healthy root system based on liquid
exchanges between cells and the soil. The more road
salt the worse the damage. Bad winters can be
REALLY bad.
Acid leaching: This is an older tale but there
are still issues around this. Remember acid
rain? Well – it really had a negative effect on
sugar maples and was one of the reasons that
there was enough push back from the eastern states to
get stack scrubbers on the mid-west coal fired power
plants (that are now all converted to natural gas). The
damage was done however and still needs remedy if
you want the trees to respond. Acid rain – on top of
New England’s naturally high rain fall amounts that
also leach – has caused a serious drop in calcium in the
soil around the maples.
So – now you know the causes of the problem –
what are the solutions??
Step 1: Remove all competing plants from
around the roots for as far as you can manage.
Tree roots extend well beyond the canopy edge
but that edge is a useful guide and will provide a lot of
buffer. Use care to damage the roots you’ll expose as
little as possible – hand tools only please!!!
Step 2: Apply gypsum, greensand (raw stone
dust), leonardite(raw stone dust), azomite(raw
stone dust), local stone dust (of any kind) and
alfalfa meal in a “cat’s paw” amount around that
cleaned area. Cat’s paw means that there’s enough
material to make a cat’s paw print visible –think cat’s
paw snow. This can be a lot of material so may need
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to be parceled out over several years so expenses can
be managed. Use the most that you can afford in a
given year up to that cat’s paw amount – any is better
than none. Scratch in to the best of your ability and
that won’t be very far because of the
compaction/competition issues but any solid contact
with the earth is a step in the right direction. I blend
these all together on a tarp and then spread with a
shovel. You could use a broadcast spreader, but I find
it faster with a shovel in the tight areas around trees.
Now what are these
amendments????
Gypsum – calcium sulfate.
This reacts with any
sodium chloride (salt) and
allows the sodium molecules to leach out of the soil
leaving that essential calcium in place. Ground
Leonardite – a soft brown coal that converts to humic
and fulvic acids in a living soil and again acts as a
huge energy store for the system – acts as an activated
charcoal to help “clean” up the system.
Jersey Greensand- a raw mineral potassium iron
silicate that really helps the plants integrity and helps
to fight against plant stress (both the potassium and the
silicate work here). Helps to both hold water and
break up clay soils. The iron helps with the greening
up of the leaf itself.
Azomite – another raw mined mineral that has a wide
complex of minerals and has an alternate magnetic
property that helps the plants to bring the minerals up
the plant stem. This has been known to stabilize
weakened trees without any other additions – although
works much better in combination with carbons (like
soil activator and compost).
Stone Dust – see earlier discussion
Alfalfa meal – one of the most useful products you’ll
ever use around plants of any kind. This provides
carbon, calcium, and slow nitrogen (from alfalfa
protein) but it’s best claim to fame is that it “grows” all
kinds of soil microbes and trees have an obligate
relationship to fungi around their roots (called
mycorrhizae).
Step 3: Apply a layer of woody/leafy compost
at least 3” and up to 4” thick for as far as
you’ve cleaned back the ground. The more
broken down the compost is in this first application the
better. After this first application – apply a heavy leaf
layer every fall (think woods again) and get the trees to
start feeding on their chosen food source – leaves.
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Leaves ground up with a little grass are excellent but
too much grass clippings in the mix is not a good idea.
The first year after this above approach might or might
not have much of an effect depending on the level of
weakness in the tree itself and when the work is done.
If done in the fall then the roots will start the healing
process before the next year begins and you WILL see
results that first summer. If done in the spring then the
real work of healing the root system won’t happen
until that coming fall so it might be the following
spring before there’s a solid response from the tree.
This is all about healing and strengthening the root
system – not growing more green leaves – that’s just a
happy after effect J
Ongoing work: Keep the leaves as the best food
source but plan to rework the minerals and compost
every three-five years or so for the first ten years and
then the work can be stretched to every five years. The
trees themselves will tell you when they need it.
Listen to them!
Now for a thought of a different hue:
CHANGE!!

Changing lives, changing needs, changing
gardens…. rethinking your gardens as time
moves on. You, the gardener, are the important
element in your garden. It’s your time/money/energy
and abilities that will change what you have – no one
else will care the way you will. Left to its own
devices, a northern landscape will return to forest as
soon as it can…everyone knows that tree seedlings are
one of the worst weeds!!!
Most homeowners have very busy lives. The gardens
have to be in sight – incorporated into the yard’s daily
activities so they can be remembered and worked with.
This means that the gardens usually have to look good
as well as be productive – and harvest has to be
factored in to the work load…not as easy as people
think. It actually takes more time than expected to
harvest and prepare food if it’s not part of your
lifestyle - I here that all the time.
You need to see the garden
every day to be able to respond
to the subtle changes—lack of
water, bugs, need for fertilizer. By the time the
changes become dramatic enough to catch your
attention it might be too late to salvage the situation.
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Age has a way of creeping up on all of us. We keep
thinking that the gardens don’t need to change as we
age and/or our priorities change, and/or there are better
ways of growing certain flowers and vegetables.
I want to throw an idea on the table…maybe you need
to think about adding containers and a raised bed or
two, maybe closer to the house. My sister and I only
grow peppers and eggplants in containers now. We
get much better production faster and harvest couldn’t
be easier. Maybe you can’t kneel anymore, but still
want a production garden. You’d be amazed the
production that can come out of well-made raised bed
that’s 1-2 feet high and 3 feet wide so you can easily
weed it from both sides. We (another group of

volunteers here!!) built two raised beds on the
Westminster Library lawn that produced prodigiously
from May through October – and the tomatoes were
still sweet on 10/23 – not bad at all!!! The zinnias and
marigolds that edged the bed provided food for bees
and butterflies deep in to the fall – help for local
pollinators as well as food production – really not bad
at all!!!
If you’re interested in directions on creating raised
beds or whiskey barrels (any container) for flowers or
vegetables, email me and I will send along some
guidelines that were created for last year’s projects.
The newsletter is already too long to add another big
piece J

Spring Custom Plant Orders
Last year I tried selling individual peppers and eggplants in addition to the usual 4 packs. The goal was to provide
you with the chance to try new varieties without getting overwhelmed with produce. It was a hit so you will be able
to order one of peppers and eggplants again as well as packs. Tomatoes have been that way for several years.
Speaking of tomatoes…I, of course, am trying new varieties this year and by chance…since a chipmunk managed to
eat the tops off the Cherokee Chocolates…found a new group of plant hounds in Oregon that is doing open source
genetic container-sized tomatoes of a number of varieties. You know I couldn’t resist. Since I’m not sure how they’ll
germinate, they’re not on the list, but let me know if you’re interested in finding out more about them.
Pick up Dates: I’m switching it up this year. For the past several years, Memorial Day weekend has been hard for
people, even those who can’t wait to get their gardens in. Therefore, this year I’m going to be open for pick up on
Saturday, May 26, from 9:00-3:00pm and Saturday, June 2, from 9:00-1:00pm. If you can’t make either of those
days, let me know and we’ll find another time that works. I need to know which day you will be picking up because
plants grow much better undisturbed (not collected into the trays you’ll take home with you).
Speaking of growing…keep in mind that seedlings will likely be smaller this year given the cold start to the season.
They keep hinting that warmth is coming, but I haven’t seen much.
I’m looking forward to the season and hope you are too.

The most noteworthy thing about gardeners is that they are always optimistic, always
enterprising, and never satisfied. They always look forward to doing something better
than they have ever done before ~ Vita Sackville-West, 1892 – 1962
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